We present MuSiC, a method that utilizes cell-type specific gene expression from 24 single-cell RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) data to characterize cell type 25 compositions from bulk RNA-seq data in complex tissues. When applied to 26 pancreatic islet and whole kidney expression data in human, mouse, and rats, 27
Bulk tissue RNA-seq is a widely adopted method to understand genome-wide 32 transcriptomic variations in different conditions such as disease states. Bulk RNA-seq 33 measures the average expression of genes, which is the sum of cell type-specific gene 34 expression weighted by cell type proportions. Knowledge of cell type composition and 35 their proportions in intact tissues is important, because certain cell types are more 36 vulnerable for disease than others. Characterizing the variation of cell type composition 37 across subjects can identify cellular targets of disease, and adjusting for these 38 variations can clarify downstream analysis. 39 40
The rapid development of single-cell RNA-seq (scRNA-seq) technologies have enabled 41 cell type-specific transcriptome profiling. Although cell type composition and proportions 42 are obtainable from scRNA-seq, scRNA-seq is still costly, prohibiting its application in 43 clinical studies that involve a large number of subjects. Furthermore, scRNA-seq is not 44
well suited to characterizing cell type proportions in a solid tissue, because the cell 45 dissociation step is biased towards certain cell types 1 .
47
Computational methods have been developed to deconvolve cell type proportions using 48 cell type-specific gene expression references 2 . CIBERSORT 3 , based on support vector 49 regression, is a widely used method designed for microarray data. More recently, 50
BSEQ-sc 4 extended CIBERSORT to allow the use of scRNA-seq gene expression as a 51
reference. TIMER 5 , developed for cancer data, focuses on the quantification of immune 52 cell infiltration. These methods rely on pre-selected cell type-specific marker genes, and 53
thus are sensitive to the choice of significance threshold. More importantly, these 54 methods ignore cross-subject heterogeneity in cell type-specific gene expression as 55
well as within-cell type stochasticity of single-cell gene expression, both of which cannot 56 be ignored based on our analysis of multiple scRNA-seq datasets (Supplementary 57 Figure 1a ). 58 59
Here we introduce a new MUlti-Subject SIngle Cell deconvolution (MuSiC) method 60
(https://github.com/xuranw/MuSiC) that utilizes cross-subject scRNA-seq to estimate 61 cell type proportions in bulk RNA-seq data (Figure 1) . A key concept in MuSiC is 62 "marker gene stability". We show that, when using scRNA-seq data as a reference for 63 cell type deconvolution, two fundamental types of stability must be considered: cross-64
subject and cross-cell, in which the first is to guard against bias in subject selection, and 65
the second is to guard against bias in cell capture in scRNA-seq. By incorporating both 66 types of stability, MuSiC allows for scRNA-seq datasets to serve as effective references 67
for independent bulk RNA-seq datasets involving different individuals. 68 69
Rather than pre-selecting marker genes from scRNA-seq based only on mean 70 expression, MuSiC gives weight to each gene, allowing for the use of a larger set of 71 genes in deconvolution. The weighting scheme prioritizes stable genes across subjects: 72
up-weighing genes with low cross-subject variance (informative genes) and down-73
weighing genes with high cross-subject variance (non-informative genes). This 74 requirement on cross-subject stability is critical for transferring cell type-specific gene 75 expression information from one dataset to another. 76 77
Solid tissues often contain closely related cell types, and correlation of gene expression 78 between these cell types leads to collinearity, making it difficult to resolve their relative 79
proportions in bulk data. To deal with collinearity, MuSiC employs a tree-guided 80
procedure that recursively zooms in on closely related cell types. Briefly, we first group 81 similar cell types into the same cluster and estimate cluster proportions, then recursively 82 repeat this procedure within each cluster (Figure 1) To demonstrate and evaluate MuSiC, we started with a well-studied tissue, the islets of 89
Langerhans, which are clusters of endocrine cells within the pancreas that are essential 90
for blood glucose homeostasis. Pancreatic islets contain five endocrine cell types 91 (α,β,δ,ϵ, and γ), of which β cells, which secrete insulin, are gradually lost during type 2 92 diabetes (T2D). We applied MuSiC to bulk pancreatic islet RNA-seq samples from 89 93 donors from Fadista et al. 6 , to estimate cell type proportions and to characterize their 94 associations with hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c) level, an important biomarker for T2D. We 95
were motivated to re-analyze this data because, as shown in Figure 2 and in Baron et 96 al. 4 , existing methods failed to recover the correct β cell proportions, which should be 97 around 50-60% 7 , and also failed to recover their expected negative relationship with 98
HbA1c level. As reference, we experimented with scRNA-seq data from two sources: 6 99 healthy and 4 T2D adult donors from Segerstolpe et al. 8 , and 12 healthy and 6 T2D 100 adult donors from Xin et al. 9 . All bulk and single-cell datasets in this analysis are 101 summarized in Supplementary Table 1 . 102 103
First, to systematically benchmark, we applied MuSiC and three other methods 104
(Nonnegative least squares (NNLS), CIBERSORT, and BSEQ-sc) to artificial bulk RNA-105 seq data constructed by simply summing the scRNA-seq read counts across cells for 106 each single-cell sequenced subject. In this case, true cell type proportions are known, 107
which allows the evaluation of accuracy. More details on artificial bulk construction are 108 described in the Supplementary Note. Figure 2b and Supplementary Figure 2a show the estimation results when the 113 artificial bulk and the single-cell reference data are from different studies. This is a more 114 challenging but more realistic scenario, since library preparation protocols vary across 115 labs and bulk deconvolution analyses are often performed using single-cell reference 116 generated by others. MuSiC still maintains high accuracy, while other methods perform 117 substantially worse. Further comparisons show that, unlike existing methods that rely 118 on pre-selected marker genes, MuSiC gives accurate results when the cell type 119 composition in the bulk data is substantially different from that of the single cell 120 reference ( Supplementary Figure 2c and Supplementary Note 2), and when the bulk 121 tissue contains minority cell types that are missing in the reference (Supplementary 122 Figure 3 and Supplementary Note 3). MuSiC's ability to transfer knowledge across 123 data sources is derived from its consideration of marker gene stability. 124 125
We now turn to the deconvolution of bulk RNA-seq data from Fadista et al. 6 . We used 126 the scRNA-seq data from Segerstolpe et al. as reference for all methods. MuSiC 127 recovers the expected ~50-60% β cell proportion for the healthy subjects 7 , whereas 128 other methods grossly overestimate the proportion of α cells and underestimate the 129 proportion of β cells. Furthermore, MuSiC detects a significant association of β cell 130
proportion with HbA1c level (p-value 0.00126, Figure 2d ). Based on clinical standard, 131
HbA1c level <6.0% is classified as normal, and >6.5% is classified as diabetic. After 132 adjusting for age, gender and body mass index, MuSiC estimates suggest that 0.5% 133 increase in HbA1c level, representing the magnitude of increase from normal to the 134 diabetes cutoff, corresponds to a drop of 6.14% ± 4.98% in β cell proportion. 135 136
As a second tissue example, we used the kidney, a complex organ consisting of several 137
anatomically distinct segments each playing critical roles in the filtration and 138 reabsorption of electrolytes and small molecules of the blood. Chronic kidney disease 139 (CKD), the gradual loss of kidney function, is increasingly recognized as a major health 140 problem, affecting 10-16% of the global adult population. We aim to characterize how 141 kidney cell type composition changes during CKD. Fibrosis is the histologic hallmark 142 common to all CKD models, and hence, we analyzed the bulk RNA-seq data from three 143 mouse models for renal fibrosis: unilateral ureteric obstruction induced by surgical 144 ligation of the ureter (UUO, Arvaniti et al. 10 ), toxic precipitation in the tubules induced by 145 high dose folic acid injection (FA, Craciun et al. 11 ), or genetic alteration by transgenic 146 expression of genetic risk variant APOL1 in podocytes (APOL1 transgenic mice 12 ). As 147 reference, we used the mouse kidney specific scRNA-seq data from Park et al. 1 . Details 148 of all datasets are summarized in Supplementary Table 2 . We systematically 149 benchmarked all methods on artificial bulk experiments performed using the Park et al. 150
scRNA-seq data, finding similar trends as those in Figure 2a -b (Supplementary Figure  151 4a-b).
153
Hierarchical clustering of the cell types in the single cell reference reveals that, apart 154 from neutrophils and podocytes, kidney cells fall into two large groups: Immune cell 155 types (macrophages, fibroblasts, T lymphocytes, B lymphocytes, and natural killer cells) 156
and kidney-specific cell types (proximal tubule, distal convolved tubule, loop of Henle, 157
two cell types forming the collecting ducts, and endothelial cells). Of these, proximal 158
tubule (PT) is the dominant cell type in kidney, and the proportion of PT cells is known 159
to decrease with CKD progression. MuSiC finds this decrease in all three mouse 160 models (Figure 3b-d) . Other methods also detect this association for the APOL1 and 161
UUO mouse models, but showed ambiguous results for the FA model.
163
Distal convolved tubule cells (DCT) are known to be the second most numerous cell 164 type in kidney, with an expected proportion of ∼10-20% 1 . Yet, CIBERSORT did not 165 detect DCT in any of the three bulk datasets; BSEQ-sc missed it in two datasets and 166 grossly over-estimated its proportion in the third dataset at the cost of a grossly 167 underestimated PT proportion. This is due to the high similarity between DCT and PT, 168 observable in Figure 3a . Through its tree-guided recursive algorithm, MuSiC first 169 estimates the combined proportion of kidney cell types versus immune cell types using 170 stable genes for these two large groups, and then zooms in and deconvolves the kidney 171 cell types using genes re-selected for each kidney cell type. between their cell type proportions (Figure 3e) . Reassuringly, cell types recovered by 195
MuSiC for each segment agree with knowledge about the dominant cell type at its 196 mapped position, e.g. DCT cells come from the DCT region. Correlation between 197
samples is also high within anatomically distinct segments. designed the in silico experiments, and led the data analysis. J.P. and K.S. performed 218 the mouse scRNA-seq experiment and provided scientific insight on chronic kidney 219 disease and data interpretation. X.W., N.R.Z. and M.L. wrote the paper with feedback 220 from J.P. and K.S.
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Then,
, where is the number of mRNA molecules of gene in 333 cell of subject , and is the set of cell index for cell type in subject with = 334
| | being the total number of cells in this set. The relative abundance of gene in 335 subject for cell type is 336
(1)
We can show that 337
is the average number of total mRNA 339 molecules for cells of cell type (also referred to as "cell size" below), = ∑ =1 is 340 the total number of cells in the bulk tissue, and = is the proportion of cells from 341
be the relative abundance of gene in the bulk tissue of 342 subject . Equation (2) implies 343 344
(3)
345
Thus, across genes in subject , we have 346 347
348
The goal of MuSiC is to estimate using data from scRNA-seq and bulk RNA-seq. 349 350
Model assumptions 351
If scRNA-seq data were available for subject , we would be able to obtain the cell size 352 factor and cell type-specific relative abundance . With bulk RNA-seq data in 353 subject , we get the bulk tissue relative abundance , and, if and were known, 354
we would be able to perform a regression to estimate . However, since scRNA-seq is 355 still costly, most studies cannot afford the sequencing of a large number of individuals 356
using scRNA-seq. To make deconvolution possible for a broader range of studies, it is 357 desirable to utilize cell type-specific gene expression from other studies or from a 358 smaller set of individuals in the same study. This is feasible under the following two 359 assumptions: (A1) Individuals with scRNA-seq and bulk RNA-seq are from the same 360 population, with their cell-type specific relative abundances in equation (1) following 361 the same distribution with means and variances 2 , 362 363 ∼ ( , 2 ). (6)
370
The second assumption allows us to replace by a common value across subjects. 371
In MuSiC, we use the average cell size and relative abundance across all subjects from 372 the scRNA-seq data to estimate and . 373 374
Cell type proportion estimation 375
To estimate cell type proportions = { , = 1, … , }, we need to consider two 376 constraints: (C1) Non-negativity:
≥ 0 for all , ; (C2) Sum-to-one: ∑ =1 = 1 for 377 all . Because the bulk tissue and single-cell relationship derived in equation (5) is a 378 "proportional to" relationship, to satisfy the (C2) constraint, we need a normalizing 379 constant so that 380 381 MuSiC is a weighted non-negative least squares regression (W-NNLS), which does not 394 require pre-selected marker genes. Indeed, the iterative estimation procedure 395 automatically imposes more weight on informative genes and less weight on non-396 informative genes. Because it is a linear regression-based method, genes showing less 397 cross cell type variations will have low leverage, thus having less influence on the 398 regression, whereas the most influential genes are those with high weight and high 399 leverage. To illustrate this point, we also performed benchmarking experiments to show 400 that applying MuSiC using all genes gives more accurate results than applying MuSiC 401 using pre-selected marker genes, thus demonstrating that MuSiC's weighting scheme 402 makes marker gene pre-selection unnecessary (Supplementary Figure 1c , 403
Supplementary Figure 2) . 404 405
Recursive tree-guided deconvolution for closely related cell types 406
Complex solid tissues often include closely related cell types with similar gene 407 expression levels. Correlation in gene expression can lead to collinearity, making it 408 difficult to reliably estimate cell type proportions, especially for less frequent and rare 409 cell types. Although the collinearity problem can be improved by selecting marker genes 410 through support vector regression, as is done in CIBERSORT 3 and BSEQ-sc 4 , these 411
approaches still have limited power to resolve similar cell types. In MuSiC, we introduce 412 a recursive tree-guided deconvolution procedure based on a cell type similarity tree, 413
which can be easily obtained through hierarchical clustering. In stage 1 of this 414 procedure, cell types in the design matrix are divided into high-level clusters by 415 hierarchical clustering with closely related cell types clustered together. Proportion for 416 these cell type clusters are estimated using genes with small intra-cluster variance 417
(cluster-stable genes) using the above described W-NNLS. In stage 2, for cell types in 418 each cluster, the cell type proportions are estimated using W-NNLS with genes 419
displaying small intra-cell type variance, subject to the constraint on the pre-estimated 420 cluster proportions. If necessary, more than 2 stages of recursion can be applied, with 421 each stage separating the cell types within each large cluster into finer clusters, and 422
using cluster-stable genes to do W-NNLS subject to the constraint that fixes higher-level 423 cluster proportions. 424
425
To illustrate this recursive tree-guided deconvolution procedure, we start with a simple 426 case with four cell types and genes. Let 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 represent cell type-specific 427 expression in the design matrix, obtained from scRNA-seq, and let be the gene 428 expression vector in the bulk RNA-seq data. The relationship of bulk and single-cell 429
data can be written as 430 431
(1) 3
(1) 4
(1) 1 (2) 2
(2) 3
(2) 4
(2) ) ( 
(2) ) ,
432
where the superscripts (1) and (2) showing small intra-cluster variance in gene expression, that is, 1
(1) ≈ 2 (1) and 3 (1) ≈ 435 4 (1) , whereas the second set of genes are the remaining genes. 436 437
Stage 1: Estimate cluster proportions 1 = 1 + 2 and 2 = 3 + 4 , 438 439
(1) = 1
(1) 
4 + (2) .
445
The cell type proportions are estimated by W-NNLS using the remaining genes subject 446 to the constraint that 447 448 1 + 2 = ̂1, and 3 + 4 = ̂2.
(14) 449
Construction of benchmark datasets and evaluation metrics 450
To evaluate MuSiC and compare with other deconvolution methods, we need bulk RNA-451 seq data with known cell type proportions. Therefore, we construct artificial bulk tissue 452
data from a scRNA-seq dataset in which the bulk data is obtained by summing up gene 453 counts from all cells in the same subject. Relative abundance is calculated by equation 454
(1). The true cell type proportions in the artificial bulk data can be directly obtained from 455 the scRNA-seq data and this allows us to use this artificially constructed bulk data as a 456 benchmark dataset to evaluate the performance of different deconvolution methods. 457
Denote the true cell type proportions by and the estimated proportions by ̂.
458
Deconvolution methods are evaluated by the following metrics. 
